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Lord Karan Bilimoria of Chelsea,
Founder of Cobra Beer

Sahar Hashemi,
Founder of Coffee Republic

H

aving qualified as a Chartered Accountant, Karan Bilimoria
developed a less gassy, premium lager brewed to perfectly appeal
to both ale drinkers and lager drinkers alike and to complement
food. Little more than fifteen years later, Cobra Beer is one of the fastest
growing beer brands in the UK and one of the most innovative young
companies in the country.
Karan Bilimoria started Cobra in 1990 when he was £20,000 in debt and
up against all odds. Since that time, Cobra has grown into an operation with
offices on four continents and exports to over 45 countries, with brewing
operations in five countries.
Karan is widely respected for his entrepreneurial spirit. He is one of the
first two Visiting Entrepreneurs ever appointed at Cambridge University
and serves as National Champion of the National Council for Graduate
Entrepreneurship.
He sits on the Government’s National Employment Panel (NEP), and
from 2001 to 2005 was Chairman of the NEP’s SME Board. He lectures
extensively in the UK and abroad on entrepreneurship, business, education,
and the Indo-British relationship.
Karan was named Entrepreneur of the Year 2003 and 2005 and Business
Person of the Year 2004 by the London Business Awards and in June 2006,
Karan was appointed Lord Bilimoria, of Chelsea.
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Karan was named
Entrepreneur of
the Year 2003 and
2005 and Business
Person of the Year
2004 by the London
Business Awards.

Sahar has been
named one of
the 100 Most
Influential Women
in Britain.

ahar Hashemi founded Coffee Republic, the UK’s first US style
coffee bar chain, with her brother and built it into one of the UK’s
most recognised high street brands with a turnover of £30m. Giving
up her career as a lawyer in London, she staked everything on a dream –
and made Coffee Republic one of the main players in the ‘coffee revolution’
that transformed a nation of tea drinkers into one obsessed with ‘triple
decaf half-caf lattes.
Sahar left the day to day management of Coffee Republic in 2001 and
published a book called ‘Anyone Can Do It’ which tackles some of the fears
and answers some of the elusive questions about what it really takes to
become an entrepreneur. It is ‘suggested reading’ for the London Business
School entrepreneurship course.
Sahar has been named one of the 100 Most Influential Women in Britain
and has made the cover of Management Today, Director and Business 550
magazines.
In 2005 Sahar Hashemi launched Skinny Candy, a high profile brand of
sugar free sweets. In 2007 she announced the formation of a joint venture
between Skinny Candy and Glisten plc.
She recently became Director of Corporates for Crisis, which offers a new
innovative and sustainable approach to corporate responsibility by making
step changes in the world of community development and humanitarian
aid.
“Sahar is totally inspirational, has laser sharp focus and provides real
life strategies for success. She is a top speaker and audiences just adore
her” - Pricewaterhouse Coopers.
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Conference programme

Conference schedule
Time

Practitioner

Training 1

Technology

Training 2

Main Room 2

Main Room 1

Breakout 1

Breakout 2

Time

Practitioner

Training 1

Technology

Training 2

Main Room 2

Main Room 1

Breakout 1

Breakout 2

Nick Oulton - Killer
Presentations

Graeme Robson
- The catalyst
for improving
your capture
management
process

Graham Ablett
- Best practice
Executive
Summaries

Andy Haigh – The
eight key strategies
for responding to
the PQQ

Phil Peace - Seeing
the big picture DVD documentaries
as part of your
differentiated pitch

Paul Ogden Presenting your bid
with confidence best practice voice
techniques

Wednesday 21 October - Day One Conference Schedule

Thursday 22 October - Day Two Conference Schedule

0900 - 0910

UKAPMP CEO Opening - Richard Jenkins

0900 - 0915

UKAPMP COO Opening - Ken Erskine

0910 - 0930

RogenSi - Ice breaking warm up

0915 - 1030

Keynote 2 - Sahar Hashemi - Founder Coffee Republic

0930 - 1100

Keynote 1 - Lord Karan Bilimoria - Founder Cobra Beer

1030 - 1115

Morning tea & Vendor Exhibition

1100 - 1130

Morning tea & Vendor Exhibition

1115 - 1215

Plenary 5

1130 - 1230

Plenary 1

1230 - 1330

Lunch & Vendor Exhibition

1215 - 1330

Lunch & Vendor Exhibition

1330 - 1430

Plenary 2

1330 - 1430

Plenary 6

1430 - 1500

Afternoon tea & Vendor Exhibition

1500 - 1600

Plenary 3

1430 - 1500

Afternoon tea & Vendor Exhibition

1500 - 1600

Plenary 7

1600 - 1700

1900 - 2400
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Plenary 4

Alan Cox - Project
David Kean Quest: a radical
Bidding to win: how
road map to winning not to come second
new business

Virginia Ainscough Successful capture
management

Community of
Interest sessions:
Risk & Proposal
Content

Black tie Awards
Dinner
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Andy Bounds
- Winning
Presentations

Procurement
Director Insights Panel Questions &
Discussion

David Blume Bridging the gap:
making proposal &
sales teams more
effective
Ian Thompson Gaining control of
the capture process

Colleen Jolly - This
old proposal: A DIY
guide to proposal
graphics

Heather Beeby Developing winning
people

Richard Newman
Chris Milburn Producing customer - Can you walk the
focused sales
talk?
document in a
fraction of the usual
time
Mark Thurman –
Exploring the latest
web applications
for effective
collaborative
working

John Higgs - Legal
traps in bidding
and tendering
– reducing and
controlling bidding
risks

1600 - 1645

Plenary 8

16451700hrs

Closing Ceremony

Tony Hughes &
Andrew Moorhouse
– Improve your win
rates when dealing
with procurement
consultants
John de Forte –
Too Many Cooks?
Successfully
managing
multi-author bid
submissions

David Warley –
Using project
management
techniques for
successful bidding

Gavin Dobbing
& John Abulifa –
Refreshing the parts
of pursuits that
process can’t reach

Christopher Kälin
- Proposal Survey
Results
Christopher Kälin The Great Proposal
Management Quiz

Dr John Hawthorne
– Getting value for
money from your
bid consultants
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About the speakers

About the speakers

Speaker overviews & biographies

Speaker overviews & biographies

David Kean

Andy Haigh

‘Bidding to win – how not to come second’

Eight key strategies for responding to the PQQ

Practitioner • 60mins • Overview

Practitioner • 60 mins • Overview

P

ersuading people of our point of
view and getting them to back
our judgement with their money is
what makes the business world go round.
And the sharpest end of the persuasion
business is the pitch.
Why are so many people n so many
companies so weak at bidding? Why do so many companies
come “a close second”. Why? Because bidding and pitching
is often the last bastion of amateurism in an otherwise wholly
professional business world.
Whether you are a sole trader or a sales director of a multinational, this session will turbo-charge your new business bid
performance.
Biography
David Kean has over twenty years experience running large
multinational client relationships and specialises in business
development. He has a track record of working with some of the
world’s best organisations on their marketing, communications,
sales and growth strategies - organisations such as BDO Stoy

Hayward, BT, Reuters, McDonald’s, British Airways, Canon,
General Motors, FIFA, P&G and Sony.
From 2000 to 2007, David spearheaded the European business
development function of the biggest commercial unit within the
communications giant Omnicom. He oversaw a 154% increase
in revenue growth derived from new projects won on existing
client business, a 160% increase in cross referral activity and an
average pitch conversion rate of 67% between 2001 and 2006.
In 2007, David co-founded The Caffeine Partnership, a
business consultancy dedicated to helping companies grow
faster. Caffeine provides a short, sharp and rapid injection of
energy, ideas and stimulation to help clients produce better
results more quickly around the areas of new business, brand
and people development.
David also lectures throughout the world at both commercial
and academic conferences. He is the author of the international
best seller Pitching To Win (2006) and co-author of How to win
friends and influence profits – the art of winning more business
from your clients (2008).

T

he response to the Pre Qualification
Questionnaire (PQQ) is very
often a knee jerk response to
the questionnaire arriving on the desk.
However, if the opportunity is not eventually
bid for and won, any effort expended
against the PQQ is wasted. On the other
hand, if the PQQ is not completed, you cannot bid for the
contract – even though you are the best organisation on the
planet to supply what is wanted!
So how does an organisation with limited resources get the
balance right and what needs to be done to maximise the
chances of getting through to the bid stage? We have pulled
upon 20 years of tackling these problems and have eight simple
strategies for optimising bid effort against getting a return.

david.kean@thecaffeinepartnership.com

Andy Bounds
Graham Ablett

Training • 60mins • Overview

T

Profile
Andy is a business expert specialising in Public Sector
procurement, business process change, training, coaching and
facilitation in a diverse range of organisations. He has extensive
experience building companies and profit centres in large
multinational corporations.
Andy supports bid teams wanting to win formal Public Sector
bidding competitions of all sizes including T-Systems £1bn
e-Borders bid, The Guardian News and Media £10m bid for
the British Council website. Andy is accredited as an APMP
“Professional.
andrew.haigh@sixfoldinternational.co.uk

‘Winning presentations: a road map to creating and delivering presentations that work’

he ability to present successfully is
one of the most critical skills we and our customers - must master.
Without it, we will all lose business we
should win. Andy’s presentation will show
you how to present more effectively, by
mastering the four elements of a best-inclass presentation: content, delivery, visuals and certainty.
You will then learn how to teach your customers how to master
all four, so they deliver excellent pitches, maximising the chance
of them winning. You will discover:
• The fastest, best way to create a compelling presentation
• Six simple steps to transforming slides from verbose speaker
prompts to visually impactful audience aids
• How to present with charisma, persuasiveness, pace and
certainty
• How to train others to present in best-practice ways, such
that they buy into, engage with and adopt your advice

This session will explore the most common PQQ problems
and illustrate with real examples where a pragmatic approach
exists to helping resolution. It will cover the strategies to:
1 Make Senior Management part of the team
2 Qualify the opportunity
3 Nail the compliancy issues
4 Get the scoring matrix
5 Check the Market Intelligence
6 Prime your references
7 Articulate the benefits
8 Store all the reusable information

“Andy Bounds taught me more about effective presenting than
a lady who’d previously taught two US Presidents”. Marketing
Legend, Drayton Bird
Andy is well known to us at APMP. He has delivered keynotes
at both our UK and US conferences, significantly improving the
way many of our members present.
Winner of the prestigious award Britain’s Sales Trainer of the Year
2009, Andy’s unique slant on presentations stems from the fact
his mother is blind, giving him a lifetime of explaining things from
someone else’s point of view… a critical skill when presenting.
His insights led AstraZeneca’s Global Communications
Director, to say “I’ve spent 15 years in senior PR and
Communications roles with blue chip companies and
can honestly say, what Andy Bounds doesn’t know about
communications, isn’t worth knowing!! He’s a true genius and
his advice is indispensable.”
andy@andybounds.com
or EmmaMerry@andybounds.com

Executive Summary Masterclass
Practitioner • 60mins • Overview

T

he Executive Summary is the most
important section of your proposal.
It is not merely a summary of
every following section or a long winded
overview of your organisation. Written well
the Executive Summary will demonstrate
the “essence” of your offer to a prospective
customer. It will clearly articulate three or four reasons why they
should buy from you and not the competition – or indeed not
buy at all.
This session will share with you the secret to writing highly
effective Executive Summaries quickly and painlessly. Gone
will be the underwhelming start to your proposals. And kiss
goodnight to the late nights and cold pizza.

Profile
Graham is passionate about proposals. He is a Consulting
Director at Strategic Proposals in the UK.
He has over 14 years of bid and proposal management
experience across a range of industry sectors including IT,
telecommunications, utilities, finance, insurance, law, logistics
and travel management. His extensive experience has included
managing live proposals, training teams, benchmarking and
developing organisation’s proposal capability.
Graham has presented at the UK and worldwide APMP annual
conferences. He holds APMP Professional accreditation.
ga@strategicproposals.com

Biography
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